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Abstract  

Aftershock locations may be used to determine reliable estimates of first-order earthquake rupture 

parameters more rapidly than may be obtained from full seismic waveform or geodetic inversions 

and field mapping. Because the spatial distribution of aftershocks for an earthquake sequence has a 

close empirical relation to its mainshock rupture extent, the epicentral locations of aftershocks can 

be used to delineate the entire mainshock rupture zone and to determine first-order parameters such 

as rupture length and orientation. An important goal of this research is to determine how early in an 

aftershock sequence we can reliably and accurately determine these rupture parameters. To this end 

we test an algorithm we developed for rapid estimation of these parameters in a near real-time 

environment. The results of this algorithm may provide useful information to help quickly assess the 

impact (damage and fatalities) of large global earthquakes when incorporated in a global earthquake 

analysis system, such as implemented by the US Geological Survey National Earthquake 

Information Center. Required input parameters to this algorithm are limited to an earthquake 

catalog starting with the mainshock time and other fixed input parameters. Aftershock events are 

projected onto straight lines centered on the mainshock epicenter with a fixed incremental azimuth. 

Subsequently, a best fitting strike and rupture length for the mainshock fault are determined on the 

basis of this aftershock distribution. We tested and compared our results to selected earthquakes in 

the Next Generation Attenuation Database. We then also tested earthquakes from a list of recent 

destructive earthquakes and compared our results to finite rupture models from full inversions.  We 

show by applying the algorithm to these two sets of earthquakes that we can determine reliable first- 

order rupture parameters as early as 30 minutes after the mainshock occurrence using early 

aftershock locations. 
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Introduction 

Aftershocks are known to be smaller magnitude events that follow a larger magnitude mainshock 

event. The occurrences of aftershocks tend to follow certain empirical characteristics. The first 

empirical study that formalized the rate of aftershock occurrence was made by Omori (1894) for the 

Mino Owari (Nobi) Japan earthquake sequence.  His observations for that earthquake sequence led 

him to postulate that the frequency of aftershock earthquakes dies off hyperbolically after the 

mainshock which is now called Omori’s Law. Omori showed that n(t) being the rate of aftershocks 

at time t, where K and c are parameters ,  that Omori’s law can be expressed as: 

n(t)= 
 

   
 

Another empirical characteristic of aftershocks is that the area in which they occur gives a good 

estimate of the mainshock fault rupture area. The first to associate the location of aftershocks with 

the mainshock fault rupture area was Richter (1955). The 1952 Kern County, California earthquake 

was an example where the first portable seismometers were installed in the field within hours of the 

mainshock in hopes of recording aftershock events. The seismometers deployed in the vicinity of 

the mainshock epicentral region revealed information that aftershocks occurring in a short time after 

the mainshock were distributed over a roughly rectangular area giving a good estimate of the 

mainshock fault area as postulated by Richter. Being able to locate and study the spatial distribution 

of aftershocks has been very important in providing useful information about the mainshock event 

and an estimate of the mainshock fault rupture area.      

 Another empirical observation about aftershocks is that its area grows exponentially with 

mainshock magnitude (Utsu and Seki , 1955). They formulated an empirical relation that recognizes 

that the aftershock area in km2 as S for a mainshock magnitude of M can be expressed in a 

simplified equation as: 

logS = M - 3.9  

Also a similar equation recognizes the relationship between magnitude (M) and fault length (L) as: 

logL = .5M – 1.8 
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These empirical relationships and characteristics about the spatial distribution of aftershocks provide 

the main background for our study. We want to use the initial aftershock distribution for large 

earthquakes too see how well (and how fast) we can rapidly determine the rupture extent for large 

earthquakes.   

Motivation 

In the event of a significant earthquake, seismic data are collected and analyzed to aid in earthquake 

hazard mitigation. The National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) puts near real time 

seismology into work by rapidly locating destructive earthquakes worldwide and determining their 

size and provide this information to the public. The rapid availability of a worldwide earthquake 

catalog provides an opportunity to look at earthquakes that occur immediately after a large 

mainshock event. We want to investigate how early we can determine the rupture extent of a large 

earthquake and in what direction it propagated, by using aftershock locations determined in near 

real-time. Being able to rapidly access the mainshock rupture with the initial distribution of 

aftershocks within a few hours after the mainshock occurrence, a more rapid assessment of 

earthquake impact can potentially be made.  Determining source parameters of large earthquakes 

such as its rupture extent commonly involves methods such as full seismic waveform and/or 

geodetic inversions, and field mapping after the mainshock event. The former methods require 

complex computational techniques that involve looking at seismic and geodetic data. The later 

method can involve extensive airborne and on land field mapping in addition to surveying. 

However, all these methods are time consuming when trying to determine reliable results. In our 

study, we want to use a consistent method that will use the initial distribution of aftershocks to 

rapidly estimate fault rupture parameters.       

 Our method hopes to constrain earthquake rupture length and fault orientation for any 

particular large mainshock event.  To calculate these rupture parameters quickly, we test an 

automatic algorithm that uses aftershock locations in a near real-time seismology environment. If we 

find that our algorithm does determine accurate earthquake rupture parameters, it is important to 

test at what consistent time period after the mainshock we can use our algorithm to determine 

reliable rupture parameters. To test our algorithm effectively, we examine a variety of large historic 

earthquakes that are mostly magnitude 6.5 or higher. If our method in using initial aftershock 

distributions to rapidly estimate fault rupture extent is reliable, the improvement of near real-time 
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determination of aftershock locations will be important to help rapidly constrain mainshock source 

parameters. By having a reliable automatic algorithm that rapidly determines mainshock fault 

geometry and rupture direction, it can provide early useful information to earthquake hazard 

assessment systems such as the Prompt Assessment of Global Earthquakes for Response (PAGER) 

at the US Geological Survey National Earthquake Information Center (Earle et al., 2009). 

Methodology  

We are testing an automatic algorithm developed to estimate fault rupture extent (e.g. fault length 

and strike) of large earthquakes using aftershock locations. This algorithm produces best fitting 

rupture parameters depending on the aftershocks located within a certain time after the mainshock.  

The algorithm will also determine whether the mainshock rupture fits the criteria of being unilateral 

(rupture in one direction on the fault) or bilateral (rupture in two directions on the fault). 

 Our algorithm was tested using a number of recent events of the last two decades. We first 

used earthquakes from the Next Generation Attenuation Relationships (NGA) database that 

contains source parameters of the mainshock. We then tested a number of recent large earthquakes 

over the last 10 years that resulted in fatalities of over 1,000 and compared our results to source 

parameters determined from full inversions (See tables 1.1 and 1.2 of the list of earthquakes with 

their source parameters we used in our study). The NGA rupture parameters were determined using 

a consistent method and gives us a consistent source to compare our results to. However, based on 

a quick review of the literature on the NGA earthquakes, we consider that a comparison with results 

from more recent earthquakes obtained from full waveform inversions may provide a more accurate 

picture of the reliability of the algorithm. 

Input Parameters 

The algorithm requires some input parameters such as the aftershock epicenters. We gather 

information about aftershock locations using an earthquake catalog primarily from the National 

Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) using the NEIC Earthquake Search interface at the U.S. 

Geological Survey Earthquake Hazards Program website. An earthquake catalog starting with the 

mainshock event is used as input parameters.  
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Algorithm Steps 

The algorithm will compute the following steps for all earthquakes tested in this study. We will 

provide illustrations to these steps for the 1999 Mw 7.1 strike-slip Hector Mine earthquake in 

Southern California as an example (see Figure 1). 

 The algorithm will first use the initial magnitude of the mainshock to determine an 

approximate fault length using the Wells and Coppersmith scaling relationships for 

the purpose of selecting an appropriate geographic area. 

 The fault length selected will determine the geographic area as a box that will have a 

width and height of 4 times the fault length. 

 If the algorithm determines a fault length twice this size then a new analysis will 

repeat the calculation for a geographic box twice the initial size. 

 The algorithm will plot the aftershocks on a geographic map for a specified 

parameter of time since the mainshock. 

 The algorithm determines what earthquakes plotted are true “aftershocks” and 

what are background seismicity and triggered events.  Earthquakes that are 

considered true aftershocks are the presence of 5% of all events within 0.4° 

distance from its epicenter for the global NEIC catalog. 

 Straight lines are projected through the mainshock epicenter with a fixed 10° 

incremental azimuth starting at 0° to 180°.  

 Aftershock epicenters are projected perpendicularly to each of the incremental lines 

through the mainshock epicenter.     

 The length of each of the projected aftershock distribution lines is determined by 

stepping away from the epicenter in steps of 5 km until 90% of aftershocks are 

contained. 

 The fault strike is then determined by selecting the azimuth of the line 

perpendicular to the most concentrated distribution, which may be defined in two 

possible ways: 

1. The shortest projected distribution length (the minimum length method)  

or 

2. The distribution with the highest peak value (the largest bin method) 

 

 The assessment of the nature of the rupture (bilateral or unilateral) is based on the 

location of the epicenter relative to the determined rupture extent. When more than 

75% of the rupture length estimate is located on one side of the epicenter, the 

rupture is categorized as unilateral. 
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Table 1.1: Source parameters of earthquakes used in our study (from the NGA database) 

 

                           Table 1.2: Source parameters of destructive earthquakes used in our study with number of resulting fatalities (from USGS) 

 

Event ID Date Origin Time (UTC) Region
 Location                                       

Lat./Long.
 Mw Faulting Type

 Fault Length 

(km)

Strike          

((◦)Azimuth) 

MA 6/20/1990 0:30:09 Manjil, Iran 36.81ºN,49.35ºE 7.4 Strike Slip 71.6 112

GR 12/21/1990 6:57:45 Griva, Greece 40.96ºN,22.37ºE 6.1 Normal 17.5 54

ER 3/13/1992 17:18:46 Erzincan, Turkey 39.71ºN, 39.58ºE 6.7 Strike Slip 29.0 122

CM 4/25/1992 18: 6:11 Cape Mendocino, California 40.33ºN,-124.22ºE 7.0 Reverse 20.0 170

DS 9/12/1994 12:23:47 Double Springs, Nevada 38.82ºN,-199.63ºE 5.9 Strike Slip 10.0 21

NO 1/17/1994 12:31 Northridge, Southern California 34.20ºN, -188.55ºE 6.7 Reverse 18.0 122

KJ 1/16/1995 20:46:52 Kobe , Japan 34.58ºN, 135.01ºE 6.9 Strike Slip 60.0 50

KG 5/13/1995 8:47:20 Kozani, Greece 40.15ºN,21.67ºE 6.4 Normal 27.0 73

DI 10/1/1995 15:57 Dinar, Turkey  38.06ºN,30.15ºE 6.4 Normal 12.6 130

KO 8/17/1999 0:01:39 Kocaeli, Turkey 40.72ºN,29.99ºE 7.5 Strike Slip 137.5 92

CC 9/20/1999 17:47 Chi Chi, Taiwan 28.86ºN,120.79ºE 7.6 Reverse 88.0 5

HE 10/16/1999 9:46:45 Hector Mine, Southern California 34.57ºN,-116.29ºE 7.1 Strike Slip 69.0 151

DU 11/12/1999 16:57 Duzce, Turkey  40.77ºN,31.18ºE 7.1 Strike Slip 46.8 85

NM 10/23/2002 11:27:18 Nenana Mountain, Alaska 63.51ºN,-148.11ºE 6.7 Strike Slip 30.0 83

Event ID Date 

Origin 

Time                     

(UTC)

Region
 Location                                       

Lat. , Long.
 Mw

Faulting 

Type

 Fault 

Length 

Range 

(km)

Sources
Strike 

(()Azimuth)
Sources Fatalities

TO 3/11/2011 14:46:23 Tōhoku, Japan 38.322°N, 142.369°E 9.0 Reverse (250-300) Ji et al. 2011 21 Wei et al, 2011 28,050

YU 4/13/2010  23:49:38 Southern Qinghai, China 33.224°N, 96.666°E 6.9 Strike-Slip (30-65) Chen et al. 2010, Zhang et al. 2010 130 Chen et al, 2010 2,968

HA 1/12/2010 21:53:10 Port-au-Prince, Haiti 18.443°N, 72.571°W 7.0 Strike-Slip (30-35) Hayes 2010, Sladen 2010 84 Gavin Hayes, 2010 222,570

SS 9/30/2009 10:16:09 Southern Sumatra, Indonesia 0.725°S, 99.856°E 7.6 Reverse (20-35) Hutko et al. 2009, Sladen 2009 71.3 Gavin Hayes, 2009 1,117

ES 5/12/2008 6:28:01 Eastern Sichuan, China 30.986°N, 103.364°E 7.9 Reverse (210-290) Ji et al. 2008, Zhang et al. 2008 49 Ji and Hayes, 2008 87,587

PA 10/8/2005 3:50:40 Kashmir, Pakistan 34.493°N, 73.629°E 7.6 Reverse (65-90) Chen Ji , 2005 153  Ji, 2005 86,000

NI 3/28/2005 16:09:36 Northern Sumatra, Indonesia 2.074°N, 97.013°E 8.6 Reverse (330-425) Ji et al. 2005, Borges et al, 2005 150 Borges et al, 2005 1,313

IO 12/26/2004 0:58:53 Indian Ocean 3.316°N, 95.854°E 9.1 Reverse (1200-1600) Huang et al. 2010, Lay et al. 2005 149 Tanioka et al, 2005 227,898

AL 5/21/2003 18:44:19 Northern Algeria 36.90°N, 3.71°E 6.8 Reverse (54-65) Meghraoui et al. 2004, Ayadi et al. 2008 54 Semmane et al, 2005 2,266

GU 1/26/2001 3:16:40 Gujarat, India 23.41°N, 70.23°E 7.7 Reverse (40-60) Mandal and Horton 2006 78 Negishi et al, 2002 20,023
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A.                  B.       C. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Algorithm Steps Applied to the 1999 Mw 7.1 Strike-Slip Hector Mine, California Earthquake 

Figure 1A:  A map of the geographical region 
analyzed for the Hector Mine earthquake of 
1999, using the standard (nonrelocated) SCSN 
earthquake catalog. Blue events were classified as 
“aftershocks” by the algorithm, which considers as 
outliers (in red) those earthquakes that have fewer 
than 5% of the total number of events within 0.2° 
distance of its epicenter. 

 

Figure 1B: The aftershocks are projected onto 
straight lines centered on the mainshock epicenters, 
separated by 15° in azimuth (not all lines are 
shown in this plot for clarity). The projected 
aftershocks distributions are then binned in 
histograms with 5 km distance bins starting from 
the mainshock epicenter.  The length of the 
projected distribution is determined by stepping 
outwards by 5 km steps, until 90% of the 
aftershocks are contained. 

Figure 1C: The projected aftershock 
distributions for three different azimuths. For this 
earthquake, the azimuth with the shortest 
projected distribution length is 75° and two 
azimuths have the bin with the largest numbers of 
events: 75° and 90°. 
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D.       E.       F.     

            

         

Figure 1.2: Algorithm Steps Applied to the 1999 Mw 7.1 Strike-Slip Hector Mine, California Earthquake Cont.  

Figure 1.2D:  The red lines show the projected 
aftershock distribution lengths determined for the 
complete range of azimuths. 

Figure 1.2E: The aftershock distribution for the 
azimuth 90° away from the projected distribution 
with the shortest length. The azimuth of this line 
provides an estimate of the fault strike (165° from 
North). The Global CMT strike for the Hector 
Mine earthquake was determined to be 336° or 
156°. The distribution length, calculated by 
stepping outwards from the epicenter with 5 km 
steps until 90% of aftershocks are contained 
within the bounds of the interval, is determined to 
be 35 km and provides an estimate of rupture 
length. 

Figure 1.2F: A summary of results for all 
azimuths, showing rupture lengths determined 
using the two different approaches. The ratio 
between the shortest distribution length and the 
length at an azimuth 90° away from this length 
determines how elongated the fault is, with better 
strike estimates determined for more elongated 
faults. 
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Results 

Working with the Next Generation Attenuation Database 

The Next Generation Attenuation Relationships (NGA) database is an update and extension to the 

Peer Strong Motion Database and contains information on parameters for determined earthquake 

fault rupture length and orientation. Using the NGA database gives us a singular objective source 

that we can compare our calculated results with. We picked mainshock events in the database that 

were recent (events after 1990) and contained the mainshock source parameters needed as input data 

in our algorithm.   

 A total of 14 mainshock events were picked in the NGA database and we applied our 

algorithm to these events using a fixed 10º incremental azimuth in our aftershock distribution length 

projections. We show examples of our algorithm results of a well constrained event: the 1999 Mw 

7.1 Duzce, Turkey earthquake, a moderately constrained event: the 1994 Mw 6.7 Northridge, 

California earthquake and a poorly constrained event: the 1994 Mw 5.9 Double Springs, Nevada 

earthquake (see Figures 2, 3, and 4). We show rupture parameter results of these events using 

aftershocks that occurred within 1 hour after the mainshock. Fault analyses of these earthquakes are 

shown for the full range of azimuths showing the rupture lengths determined using both of our 

methods. The red star indicates determined fault length and strike 90° from the minimum projected 

aftershock distribution length. The gray straight lines indicate rupture parameter results from the 

NGA database (See Figures 2a, 3a and 4a).        

 We also show map figures of the projected aftershock distribution lengths determined for a 

complete range of azimuths. Highlighted green line indicates the determined fault length and strike 

that is 90° from the minimum projected aftershock distribution length (see Figures 2b, 3b and 4b). 

We further analyze how constrained these three events are by showing our fault rupture length and 

strike results plotted against time up to 5 hours. The red line indicates the NGA results (see Figures 

2c, 2d, 3c, 3d, 4c, 4d).           

 Our results indicate that in general using the minimum length method was the more reliable 

method of determining fault strikes as compared to the NGA results. However, we see that using 

the largest bin method worked better for determining fault length for the Northridge earthquake.  
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Figure 2: Results for the 1999 Mw 7.1 Duzce, Turkey earthquake 

A.                                                                                    B.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C.                                                                                   D.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fault analysis results for a full range of azimuths of 10° 

increments: Circles show the ratio of how elongated the fault 

is, Red stars show the projected fault lengths, gray lines 

indicate NGA results. 

Map shows plotted aftershocks and red lines show 

projected fault lengths for a full range of azimuths of 10° 

increments, green line show determined fault length.

  

  

Fault length results vs. time since mainshock. Green 

circles show results from min length method and blue 

squares show results from largest bin method. Red line 

shows NGA results with ±10 km boundaries. 

Fault azimuth results vs. time since mainshock. Green 

circles show results from min length method and blue 

squares show results from largest bin method. Red line 

shows NGA results with ± 15° boundaries. 
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Figure 3: Results for the 1994 Mw 6.7 Northridge, California earthquake 

 

A.                                                                       B. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C.                                                                                         D. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Captions for figures similar to Figure 2) 
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Figure 4: Results for the 1994 Mw 5.9 Double Springs, Nevada earthquake 

 

A.                                                                                        B.                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C.                                                                                      D. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Captions for figures similar to Figure 2) 
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Results of fault length and strike using the minimum length and largest bin method are 

compared. We also determined the minimum amount of time within 5 hours that the algorithm 

produced the best constraining results for each earthquake to be compared to (see Tables 2 and 3). 

Further comparing our results, we plotted our calculated results against the results from the NGA 

database. Also, a “perfect answers” trend line was plotted to show how our calculated results came 

close to the NGA results (see Figures 5 and 6).  

 

Table 2: Calculated results using largest bin method compared to NGA results 

Event ID 

Minutes 
since 
origin 
time 

Calculated 
Fault 

Length 
(km) 

NGA 
Fault 

Length 
(km) 

Calculated 
Fault 
Strike 

(°azimuth) 

NGA 
Fault 
Strike 

(°azimuth) 

DI 135 10 12.6 100 130 

CM 90 30 20 136 170 

MA 50 60 71.6 30 112 

CC 105 65 88 160 5 

NO 60 20 18 30 122 

HE 40 65 69 0 151 

KJ 50 41.7 60 96 50 

GR 210 25 17.5 40 54 

DS 10 10 10 30 21 

DU 20 50 46.8 90 85 

ER 90 20 29 155 122 

KG 20 28.1 27 85 55 

KO 150 157.5 137.5 100 92 

NM 40 25 30 70 83 
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Table 3: Calculated results using minimum length method compared to NGA results 

 

Event ID 

Minutes 
since 
origin 
time 

Calculated 
Fault 

Length 
(km) 

NGA 
Fault 

Length 
(km) 

Calculated 
Fault 
Strike 

(°azimuth) 

NGA 
Fault 
Strike 

(°azimuth) 

DI 135 10 12.6 136 130 

CM 90 35 20 150 170 

MA 50 95 71.6 150 112 

CC 105 70 88 170 5 

NO 60 35 18 116 122 

HE 40 65 69 175 151 

KJ 50 55 60 130 50 

GR 210 40 17.5 40 54 

DS 10 10 10 30 21 

DU 20 50 46.8 95 85 

ER 90 20 29 155 122 

KG 20 50 27 55 55 

KO 150 165 137.5 90 92 

NM 40 25 30 70 83 
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Figure 5: Largest bin method results vs. NGA results 

 

Figure 6: Minimum length method results vs. NGA results 
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We see that fault rupture lengths compared better to with the NGA results than results for 

fault strikes. But we also observe that in terms of determining more constrained fault strikes, the 

minimum length method (picking the fault length 90° from the shortest aftershock distribution 

length) is again the better method.  Aside from testing earthquakes in the NGA database we tested 

recent earthquakes and compared results to rupture models from full inversions as well. We believe 

comparing rupture parameters determined from full inversions of recent earthquakes provides more 

reliable results. 
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Recent Earthquakes Resulting in Large Fatalities 

Over the past ten years there have been a number of large earthquakes that have resulted in fatalities 

of more than 1,000. This set of destructive earthquakes gives an incentive to look at their initial 

aftershock distribution and test them in our algorithm.     

 Unlike the NGA results, we do not have a singular objective source to compare this new set 

of earthquakes to. Rather, we are comparing these recent events to parameters determined from 

various earthquake source inversions. Earthquake rupture models derived from finite source 

inversions are nowadays the most routinely and modern approach for imaging the earthquake 

rupture process. However there are varieties of inversion and modeling approaches for earthquake 

rupture using different processing and data sets. Different sets of seismic data with supplementary 

geologic information and also approaches using geodetic data can produce different types of rupture 

models. As a result, different research teams using different inversion approaches can produce their 

own source model that may not agree with other models for the same given earthquake.  

 We researched different inversion models for our recent set of earthquakes and found a 

range of different rupture parameters for each earthquake. Finding constrained parameters for 

rupture length was more of a challenge than finding constrained parameters for fault strike. We 

found a minimum to a maximum range of rupture length parameters from rupture models available 

in literature and online and used that range to compare to our calculated rupture length parameters.  

Finding constrained fault strike parameters determined from full inversions however, was more 

straightforward and therefore we compared our results to a singular constrained strike parameter for 

each earthquake            

 We compared our calculated results using both the largest bin method and the minimum 

length method to the parameters determined from full inversions and our results show again that the 

minimum length method produced fault strikes that more closely agreed with those from the 

rupture models (See Appendix B).  Therefore we will now show analysis of results only from the 

minimum length method.         

 Overall, our results for this set of recent destructive earthquakes produced more reliable 

results in our algorithm than the selected events from the NGA database. We show examples of our 

results with illustrations and figures similarly explained for the NGA “figures” however only 

showcasing results from the minimum length method with our results compared to results from full 

inversions. 
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Mw ≥ 9 Megathrust Earthquake Ruptures 

There are two magnitude ≥ 9 events in our recent set of earthquakes that we studied: the 2011 

Tohoku, Japan and 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake. Both earthquakes are large reverse subduction 

zone events that generated a massive tsunami. The mainshock size and rupture of both events were 

surprising in different and similar ways. The magnitude 9.0 Tohoku earthquake was somewhat 

surprising because only a few Mw > 8.0 have been reported for the past 1200 years in that area. We 

also expected the rupture length for an earthquake of this magnitude to be at least 480 km. However 

rupture models from full inversions and best constrained results from our algorithm indicate a 

shorter rupture length of approximately 250 to 300 km (see Figure 7).     

 The magnitude 9.1 – 9.3 Indian Ocean (also known as the Sumatra Andaman Islands) 

earthquake was also an event that seemed unexpected. This is because the earthquake occurred in an 

area of the subduction zone that was seen as unlikely to produce a magnitude of ≥ 9. Waveform 

inversions and rupture models indicated a minimum rupture length of the mainshock to be 

approximately 1200 km north-northwest along the Andaman trough. We see comparable results 

from our algorithm using initial aftershock locations determining a rupture length of 1080 km at 90 

minutes from the origin time of the mainshock (see Figure 8).  

Non Elongated Rupture Planes 

We looked at mainshock ruptures that we consider being less rectangular and elongated and 

compare how constrained they are to our calculated results. The 2009 magnitude 7.6 Southern 

Sumatra earthquake rupture area was not very elongated and it is unclear which of the nodal planes 

of the mechanism corresponds to the fault plane. The finite fault model from full inversions 

provided at the USGS website shows 2 fault plane solutions with the mainshock plane being 

unsolved (Gavin Hayes, 2009). Plane 1 from the fault plane solution suggests a strike of 71.3º and 

plane 2 suggest a strike of 189.5º. Our best calculated results for the Southern Sumatra event is 90º 

(see Figure 9). We found that the aftershock distribution for this event was rather square-shaped and 

as a result our results for this event was not well constrained. The rupture area of the 2001 

magnitude 7.7 Gujarat, India earthquake was also considered to be relatively less elongated but we 

obtained reliable rupture parameters that matched with parameters from full inversions within 90 

minutes after the mainshock event (see Figure 10). After 90 minutes our algorithm determined less 

reliable rupture parameters. 
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Well Constrained Events 

The 2008 magnitude 7.9 Eastern Sichuan, China earthquake is an example of an event that we 

obtained well matched rupture parameters compared to full inversions. The unilateral north-east 

rupture of the mainshock resulted in a long narrow distribution of aftershocks. We were able to 

obtained reliable rupture parameters of this event from early aftershock locations of 30 minutes after 

the mainshock. After 30 minutes, our algorithm continued to provide reliable rupture parameters 

hours after the mainshock. The Sichuan earthquake overall is an example of an event that illustrates 

how our approach of reliably determining rupture parameters works best for large mainshock 

ruptures with early aftershock distributions delineating a roughly narrow rectangular plane.  

 The 2010 magnitude 7.0 Port-au-Prince, Haiti earthquake is another example of an event 

that we obtained well matched rupture parameters but not as well as the Sichuan earthquake. We 

obtained results of fault strikes that seem consistent to a finite rupture model (Hayes, 2010) 

indicating an 84º azimuth fault plane suggesting a strike slip faulting mechanism on the Enriquillo-

Plantain Garden fault system.  However an updated study using GPS and radar interferometry 

measurements infers that the recent Haiti earthquake did not occur on the Enriquillo–Plantain 

Garden fault but rather on a previously unmapped north-dipping blind thrust fault that is newly 

named the Léogâne fault with the source mechanism being a combination of left-lateral strike-slip 

and reverse slip (Calais et al, 2010). The rupture estimates of the new study and previous rupture 

models are consistent with our determined fault length in the range of 30 to 35 km (though with 

later results after 180 minutes our rupture lengths were overestimated).   
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Figure 7: Results for the 2011 Mw 9.0 Tohoku, Japan earthquake 

 

A.       B. 
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(Captions for figures similar to Figure 2 but with results only from min length method) 
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Figure 8: Results for the 2004 Mw 9.1 Indian Ocean earthquake 

         

A.                                                                          B. 
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(Captions for figures similar to Figure 2 but with results only from min length method) 
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Figure 9: Results for the 2009 Mw 7.6 Southern Sumatra earthquake 

 

A.                  B. 
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(Captions for figures similar to Figure 2 but with results only from min length method) 
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Figure 10: Results for the 2001 Mw. 7.7 Gujarat, India earthquake 

 

A.                                                               B. 
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(Captions for figures similar to Figure 2 but with results only from min length method) 
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Figure 11: Results for the 2008 Mw 7.9 Eastern Sichuan, China Earthquake 

 

A.                                                       B.     
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(Captions for figures similar to Figure 2 but with results only from min length method) 
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Figure 12: Results for the 2010 Mw 7.0 Haiti earthquake 

 

A.                                                                                     B. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C.                                                                                    D. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Captions for figures similar to Figure 2 but with results only from min length method) 
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Accessing the Effectiveness of Our Algorithm 

We want to investigate how well our algorithm can determine reliable rupture parameters as a 

function of time to receive a better understanding of when the method works well. We used our list 

of recent destructive earthquakes as our events to test how reliable our algorithm is. There are a total 

of 10 events from this list and we computed the percentage of how many events of the total 10 

events determined reliable rupture parameters for rupture length and strike as a function of time (up 

to 5 hours or 300 minutes). The criteria as to whether a result was well determined were based on 

whether it matched to rupture models from full inversions (rupture lengths were compared to a 

range of values). The uncertainty values we gave were ±20% (Figure 13A), ±30% (Figure 13C) for 

rupture length, ±20 (Figure 13B), ±30 (Figure 13D) for strike.  

 

 

Figure 13: Percentages of successfully determined rupture parameters vs. time 
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B. 
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  D. 

 

 We also plotted the results of rupture length and strike within 60 minutes of the mainshock 

against results determined from full inversions with the ±20% rupture length and ±20 strike 

uncertainty value.  

 

Figure 14: Calculated rupture parameters vs. rupture parameters from full inversions 
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Our plots indicate that we can obtain reliable rupture parameters starting after 30 minutes of 

the mainshock for both determining rupture length and strike. However, our histograms indicate 

that after the first couple of hours we obtain less reliable rupture parameter results for determining 

rupture length. But we obtain more consistency with determining reliable strikes. Fault length results 

listed in Appendix B indicate that most events (such as the Haiti earthquake) resulted in longer fault 

lengths as a function of time. We can infer that obtaining rupture lengths using aftershocks is most 

useful during its very early distribution as the issue of obtaining less reliable rupture lengths may be 

due to aftershocks diffusing away from the mainshock rupture area as more time passes. 

Discussing Algorithm Improvement 

For the results of the 2011 Tohoku, Japan and the 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake, we observe that 

our algorithm incorrectly separated true aftershocks from triggered events. As a result, there were 

many true aftershock locations that were not used in the calculation by our algorithm. Although we 

were able to obtain constrained rupture parameters as indicated earlier from these events (although 

less so for the Indian Ocean quake), we believe the issue of our outlier removal and true aftershock 

criteria for our algorithm needs to be readdress. For large earthquakes such as a Magnitude 9 or 

greater that results in a large rupture area, aftershocks will commonly be distributed over a large 

distance from each other and as a result are not as constrained to the “closeness parameter” that is 

currently fixed in our algorithm to distinguish outlier events.       

 We can implement a different outlier removal parameter depending on the initial mainshock 

magnitude.  If the outlier removal parameter is improved, a more reliable aftershock distribution can 

be computed in the algorithm. We can also suggest an additional step to manually remove outliers 

before running the algorithm and then compare results to the results from the fully automated 

algorithm to see how well the results are constrained. 

Conclusions 

We show that within 30 minutes after a large mainshock, reliable rupture parameters may be 

determined by our algorithm, indicating that this method based on early aftershock distributions 

works well. However, we find that not all of the events we tested were well constrained. Results for 

rupture lengths increased to values larger than the length determined by rupture inversions after a 

few hours had passed since the mainshock, but strike results were well matched over the entire time 
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period. This may be related to aftershocks diffusing and evolving away from the mainshock rupture 

area over time. The earthquakes that did not work as well with our algorithm had mainshock 

ruptures planes that are less rectangular and more squared shaped (such as the 2009 Southern 

Sumatra earthquake).  In contrast, a long rectangular rupture area delineates the fault length much 

better (such as the 2008 Sichuan, China earthquake) and as such, our method works best for 

determining parameters for that type of mainshock rupture.       

 An automated algorithm that rapidly determines first-order mainshock rupture parameters 

such as ours can provide fast and useful input about faulting geometry and rupture direction. 

Knowing the initial distribution of aftershocks after a significant earthquake thus provides useful 

information that can help assess the scope of an earthquake disaster.   We therefore conclude that 

locating early aftershock locations quickly is important for aiding earthquake response. 
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Appendix A 

Detailed Results for the 2010 Canterbury, New Zealand 
Earthquake 

On September 03, 2010 a magnitude 7.0 earthquake struck the South Island of New Zealand in the 

region of Canterbury and city of Christchurch at 16:35:46 UTC. New Zealand is located on the plate 

boundary between the Pacific and Australian plate, where the nature of the plate boundary changes 

from a subduction zone to a transform boundary cutting through the continental crust of the South 

Island as the Alpine Fault. The recent New Zealand earthquake started on a previously undetected 

fault line under the Canterbury Plains, a blind thrust fault that nearly instantaneously triggered the 

strike-slip Greendale fault, along which most of the slip took place. In the first few hours after the 

mainshock, it was unclear what type of faulting had occurred and which specific fault was 

responsible for the earthquake, due to the complicated tectonics of the region. The most common 

assumption was that the event must have occurred on an NE trending right lateral strike-slip fault, 

such as the Alpine fault.  

By applying our methodology of using early aftershocks locations of the mainshock, we 

determined reliable fault rupture strike and length as early as 30 minutes to 90 minutes of the 

mainshock occurrence. From the aftershock distribution following the Canterbury quake, we used 

two aftershock catalogs to calculate the fault length and orientation: the National Earthquake 

Information Catalog (NEIC) and the local GeoNet (collaboration between the Earthquake 

Commission and GNS Science) catalog. Results were constrained to the minimum time to fit the 

strike and fault length values of 85º and 50 km, as determined in the days following the mainshock 

by detailed seismic waveform modeling performed by the USGS. By using the NEIC catalog for .5 

hr (30 min), calculated results indicated a fault length of 55 km and 80º by using the minimum length 

method. Using the GeoNet catalog for up to 1.5 hrs (90 min) resulted in a fault length of 45 km and 

75º strike by using the minimum length method.  
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Figure 15: Detailed results for the 2010 Mw 7.0 Canterbury, New Zealand earthquake 
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Appendix B 

Rupture Parameters of Recent Destructive Earthquakes 

Table 4: Calculated rupture parameters and reliable rupture parameters (from full inversions) 

Event ID 

Minutes 
since 
origin 
time 

Calculated 
Fault 

Length 
(km) 

Calculated 
Fault 
Strike 

ºAzimuth 

Reliable Fault 
Length Range 

(km) 

Reliable 
Fault Strike 
ºAzimuth 



±20% 
(Length) 

±30% 
(Length) 

±20º 
(Strike) 

±30º 
(Strike) 

YU 10 5 85 (30-65) 130     

YU 10 5 175 (30-65) 130     

YU 20 24.2 66 (30-65) 130     

YU 20 45 140 (30-65) 130     

YU 30 31.1 76 (30-65) 130     

YU 30 45 140 (30-65) 130     

YU 40 31.1 76 (30-65) 130     

YU 40 45 140 (30-65) 130     

YU 50 31.1 76 (30-65) 130     

YU 50 45 140 (30-65) 130     

YU 60 31.1 76 (30-65) 130     

YU 60 45 140 (30-65) 130     

YU 75 45 20 (30-65) 130     

YU 75 65 130 (30-65) 130     

YU 90 45 20 (30-65) 130     

YU 90 65 130 (30-65) 130     

YU 105 57.5 75 (30-65) 130     

YU 105 70 130 (30-65) 130     

YU 120 61.7 93 (30-65) 130     

YU 120 70 130 (30-65) 130     

YU 135 61.7 93 (30-65) 130     

YU 135 70 130 (30-65) 130     

YU 150 61.7 93 (30-65) 130     

YU 150 70 130 (30-65) 130     

YU 165 61.7 93 (30-65) 130     

YU 165 70 130 (30-65) 130     

YU 180 61.7 93 (30-65) 130     

YU 180 70 130 (30-65) 130     

YU 195 61.7 93 (30-65) 130     

YU 195 70 130 (30-65) 130     

YU 210 70 130 (30-65) 130     

YU 210 70 130 (30-65) 130     

YU 225 70 130 (30-65) 130     

YU 225 70 130 (30-65) 130     

YU 240 70 130 (30-65) 130     

YU 240 70 130 (30-65) 130     

YU 270 70 130 (30-65) 130     

YU 270 70 130 (30-65) 130     

YU 300 70 130 (30-65) 130     
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YU 300 70 130 (30-65) 130     

HA 10 30 75 (30-35) 84     

HA 10 30 75 (30-35) 84     

HA 20 31.7 90 (30-35) 84     

HA 20 35 75 (30-35) 84     

HA 30 31.7 90 (30-35) 84     

HA 30 35 75 (30-35) 84     

HA 40 31.7 90 (30-35) 84     

HA 40 35 75 (30-35) 84     

HA 50 31.7 90 (30-35) 84     

HA 50 35 75 (30-35) 84     

HA 60 40 90 (30-35) 84     

HA 60 40 175 (30-35) 84     

HA 75 40 90 (30-35) 84     

HA 75 40 75 (30-35) 84     

HA 90 40 90 (30-35) 84     

HA 90 40 20 (30-35) 84     

HA 105 40 85 (30-35) 84     

HA 105 40 175 (30-35) 84     

HA 120 40 90 (30-35) 84     

HA 120 40 175 (30-35) 84     

HA 135 40 90 (30-35) 84     

HA 135 40 175 (30-35) 84     

HA 150 40 90 (30-35) 84     

HA 150 40 175 (30-35) 84     

HA 165 40 90 (30-35) 84     

HA 165 40 150 (30-35) 84     

HA 180 45 85 (30-35) 84     

HA 180 45 150 (30-35) 84     

HA 195 45 90 (30-35) 84     

HA 195 45 175 (30-35) 84     

HA 210 55 90 (30-35) 84     

HA 210 60 80 (30-35) 84     

HA 225 55 90 (30-35) 84     

HA 225 60 80 (30-35) 84     

HA 240 55 90 (30-35) 84     

HA 240 60 80 (30-35) 84     

HA 270 55 90 (30-35) 84     

HA 270 60 80 (30-35) 84     

HA 300 55 90 (30-35) 84     

HA 300 60 75 (30-35) 84     

SS 10 5 85 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 10 5 175 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 20 5 85 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 20 5 175 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 30 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 30 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 40 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 40 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 50 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     
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SS 50 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 60 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 60 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 75 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 75 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 90 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 90 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 105 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 105 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 120 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 120 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 135 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 135 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 150 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 150 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 165 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 165 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 180 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 180 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 195 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 195 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 210 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 210 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 225 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 225 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 240 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 240 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 270 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 270 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 300 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

SS 300 35 90 (20-35) 71.3     

ES 10 5 85 (210-290) 49     

ES 10 5 175 (210-290) 49     

ES 20 69.2 103 (210-290) 49     

ES 20 140 80 (210-290) 49     

ES 30 235 40 (210-290) 49     

ES 30 240 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 40 231.2 40 (210-290) 49     

ES 40 240 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 50 205 36 (210-290) 49     

ES 50 220 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 60 220 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 60 220 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 75 220 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 75 215 40 (210-290) 49     

ES 90 240 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 90 240 40 (210-290) 49     

ES 105 240 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 105 240 40 (210-290) 49     

ES 120 235 50 (210-290) 49     
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ES 120 235 40 (210-290) 49     

ES 135 235 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 135 235 40 (210-290) 49     

ES 150 235 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 150 235 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 165 235 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 165 235 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 180 220 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 180 220 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 195 235 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 195 235 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 210 235 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 210 235 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 225 240 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 225 240 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 240 240 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 240 240 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 270 240 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 270 240 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 300 240 50 (210-290) 49     

ES 300 240 50 (210-290) 49     

PA 10 33 84 (65-90) 153     

PA 10 40 5 (65-90) 153     

PA 20 65 140 (65-90) 153     

PA 20 65 140 (65-90) 153     

PA 30 67.5 155 (65-90) 153     

PA 30 70 140 (65-90) 153     

PA 40 35 30 (65-90) 153     

PA 40 60 130 (65-90) 153     

PA 50 40 30 (65-90) 153     

PA 50 75 140 (65-90) 153     

PA 60 50 30 (65-90) 153     

PA 60 70 135 (65-90) 153     

PA 75 83 94 (65-90) 153     

PA 75 105 155 (65-90) 153     

PA 90 100 150 (65-90) 153     

PA 90 100 140 (65-90) 153     

PA 105 90 90 (65-90) 153     

PA 105 100 140 (65-90) 153     

PA 120 100 145 (65-90) 153     

PA 120 100 155 (65-90) 153     

PA 135 100 145 (65-90) 153     

PA 135 100 150 (65-90) 153     

PA 150 107.5 145 (65-90) 153     

PA 150 110 150 (65-90) 153     

PA 165 107.5 145 (65-90) 153     

PA 165 110 140 (65-90) 153     

PA 180 105 150 (65-90) 153     

PA 180 110 140 (65-90) 153     

PA 195 105 150 (65-90) 153     
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PA 195 110 140 (65-90) 153     

PA 210 88.8 95 (65-90) 153     

PA 210 100 145 (65-90) 153     

PA 225 60 90 (65-90) 153     

PA 225 100 140 (65-90) 153     

PA 240 82.5 115 (65-90) 153     

PA 240 105 145 (65-90) 153     

PA 270 105 140 (65-90) 153     

PA 270 105 140 (65-90) 153     

PA 300 105 140 (65-90) 153     

PA 300 105 140 (65-90) 153     

IO 10 5 85 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 10 5 175 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 20 5 85 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 20 5 175 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 30 5 85 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 30 5 175 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 40 5 85 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 40 5 175 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 50 257.5 105 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 50 320 140 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 60 257.5 105 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 60 320 140 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 75 257.5 105 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 75 320 140 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 90 725.5 118 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 90 1080 160 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 105 453.6 85 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 105 705 150 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 120 1075 150 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 120 1095 160 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 135 1053.3 103 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 135 1080 160 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 150 1053.3 103 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 150 1080 160 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 165 727.5 155 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 165 735 150 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 180 498 114 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 180 720 150 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 195 695 130 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 195 720 150 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 210 695 130 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 210 720 150 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 225 695 130 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 225 700 160 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 240 185 70 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 240 700 160 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 270 205 70 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 270 700 160 (1200-1600) 149     

IO 300 392 92 (1200-1600) 149     
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IO 300 700 160 (1200-1600) 149     

AL 10 20 85 (54-65) 54     

AL 10 20 175 (54-65) 54     

AL 20 40 30 (54-65) 54     

AL 20 45 160 (54-65) 54     

AL 30 70 90 (54-65) 54     

AL 30 70 90 (54-65) 54     

AL 40 40 90 (54-65) 54     

AL 40 40 90 (54-65) 54     

AL 50 45 90 (54-65) 54     

AL 50 65 23 (54-65) 54     

AL 60 55 90 (54-65) 54     

AL 60 85 40 (54-65) 54     

AL 75 60 75 (54-65) 54     

AL 75 85 40 (54-65) 54     

AL 90 60 70 (54-65) 54     

AL 90 65 40 (54-65) 54     

AL 105 65 70 (54-65) 54     

AL 105 65 70 (54-65) 54     

AL 120 60 70 (54-65) 54     

AL 120 60 12 (54-65) 54     

AL 135 65 70 (54-65) 54     

AL 135 100 155 (54-65) 54     

AL 150 68.3 83 (54-65) 54     

AL 150 90 150 (54-65) 54     

AL 165 100 120 (54-65) 54     

AL 165 105 145 (54-65) 54     

AL 180 100 120 (54-65) 54     

AL 180 100 135 (54-65) 54     

AL 195 95 120 (54-65) 54     

AL 195 95 130 (54-65) 54     

AL 210 95 120 (54-65) 54     

AL 210 100 150 (54-65) 54     

AL 225 95 120 (54-65) 54     

AL 225 100 150 (54-65) 54     

AL 240 95 120 (54-65) 54     

AL 240 100 150 (54-65) 54     

AL 270 95 120 (54-65) 54     

AL 270 100 140 (54-65) 54     

AL 300 95 120 (54-65) 54     

AL 300 100 140 (54-65) 54     

GU 10 5 85 (40-60) 78     

GU 10 5 175 (40-60) 78     

GU 20 33.3 85 (40-60) 78     

GU 20 50 65 (40-60) 78     

GU 30 33.3 85 (40-60) 78     

GU 30 50 65 (40-60) 78     

GU 40 33.3 85 (40-60) 78     

GU 40 50 65 (40-60) 78     

GU 50 47.5 75 (40-60) 78     
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GU 50 50 60 (40-60) 78     

GU 60 47.5 75 (40-60) 78     

GU 60 50 60 (40-60) 78     

GU 75 50 60 (40-60) 78     

GU 75 50 60 (40-60) 78     

GU 90 50 60 (40-60) 78     

GU 90 50 60 (40-60) 78     

GU 105 77.5 75 (40-60) 78     

GU 105 90 50 (40-60) 78     

GU 120 77.5 75 (40-60) 78     

GU 120 90 50 (40-60) 78     

GU 135 77.5 75 (40-60) 78     

GU 135 90 50 (40-60) 78     

GU 150 77.5 75 (40-60) 78     

GU 150 90 50 (40-60) 78     

GU 165 78.3 76 (40-60) 78     

GU 165 90 50 (40-60) 78     

GU 180 73 86 (40-60) 78     

GU 180 90 50 (40-60) 78     

GU 195 73 86 (40-60) 78     

GU 195 90 50 (40-60) 78     

GU 210 73 86 (40-60) 78     

GU 210 90 50 (40-60) 78     

GU 225 73 86 (40-60) 78     

GU 225 90 50 (40-60) 78     

GU 240 73 86 (40-60) 78     

GU 240 90 50 (40-60) 78     

GU 270 71.5 73 (40-60) 78     

GU 270 90 50 (40-60) 78     

GU 300 75 45 (40-60) 78     

GU 300 75 90 (40-60) 78     

NI 10 5 85 (330-425) 150     

NI 10 5 175 (330-425) 150     

NI 20 57.5 72 (330-425) 150     

NI 20 70 0 (330-425) 150     

NI 30 82 68 (330-425) 150     

NI 30 160 140 (330-425) 150     

NI 40 118.8 75 (330-425) 150     

NI 40 220 140 (330-425) 150     

NI 50 105 35 (330-425) 150     

NI 50 250 140 (330-425) 150     

NI 60 170.8 56 (330-425) 150     

NI 60 250 140 (330-425) 150     

NI 75 197.5 110 (330-425) 150     

NI 75 250 140 (330-425) 150     

NI 90 247.5 150 (330-425) 150     

NI 90 245 150 (330-425) 150     

NI 105 250 140 (330-425) 150     

NI 105 245 150 (330-425) 150     

NI 120 237.5 130 (330-425) 150     
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NI 120 250 140 (330-425) 150     

NI 135 238.3 148 (330-425) 150     

NI 135 250 140 (330-425) 150     

NI 150 260 160 (330-425) 150     

NI 150 260 140 (330-425) 150     

NI 165 255 156 (330-425) 150     

NI 165 260 140 (330-425) 150     

NI 180 228 156 (330-425) 150     

NI 180 235 140 (330-425) 150     

NI 195 228 156 (330-425) 150     

NI 195 235 140 (330-425) 150     

NI 210 224.3 131 (330-425) 150     

NI 210 235 140 (330-425) 150     

NI 225 240 160 (330-425) 150     

NI 225 250 140 (330-425) 150     

NI 240 228.8 117 (330-425) 150     

NI 240 250 140 (330-425) 150     

NI 270 160 0 (330-425) 150     

NI 270 220 140 (330-425) 150     

NI 300 180 106 (330-425) 150     

NI 300 220 140 (330-425) 150     

TO 10 5 85 (250-300) 21     

TO 10 5 175 (250-300) 21     

TO 20 197.5 62 (250-300) 21     

TO 20 225 20 (250-300) 21     

TO 30 224.4 70 (250-300) 21     

TO 30 265 40 (250-300) 21     

TO 40 259 84 (250-300) 21     

TO 40 290 40 (250-300) 21     

TO 50 222.5 65 (250-300) 21     

TO 50 325 50 (250-300) 21     

TO 60 295 20 (250-300) 21     

TO 60 300 50 (250-300) 21     

TO 75 295 20 (250-300) 21     

TO 75 300 50 (250-300) 21     

TO 90 327.5 15 (250-300) 21     

TO 90 330 10 (250-300) 21     

TO 105 328.3 10 (250-300) 21     

TO 105 310 50 (250-300) 21     

TO 120 328.3 10 (250-300) 21     

TO 120 330 50 (250-300) 21     

TO 135 300 35 (250-300) 21     

TO 135 320 10 (250-300) 21     

TO 150 277.5 35 (250-300) 21     

TO 150 320 10 (250-300) 21     

TO 165 325 20 (250-300) 21     

TO 165 330 10 (250-300) 21     

TO 180 292 35 (250-300) 21     

TO 180 330 10 (250-300) 21     

TO 195 255 50 (250-300) 21     
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TO 195 325 20 (250-300) 21     

TO 210 255 50 (250-300) 21     

TO 210 310 20 (250-300) 21     

TO 225 255 50 (250-300) 21     

TO 225 310 20 (250-300) 21     

TO 240 255 50 (250-300) 21     

TO 240 310 20 (250-300) 21     

TO 270 255 50 (250-300) 21     

TO 270 310 20 (250-300) 21     

TO 300 255 50 (250-300) 21     

TO 300 310 20 (250-300) 21     


